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Abstract:
With the invention of digital technologies, the activity of reading has become highly dependent on the display of language in new contexts and new forms, and thus, new reading environments play their role in comprehension while enhancing the experience of the reader. Since new devices/machines are invented keeping in view their utility/productivity and the preferences of the users, so the application of digital hypertext using electronic medium might attribute quite new dimensions to studying language comprehensibility because of the change in language (re)presentation. Therefore, whether with the advent of digital texts the nature of comprehension in new language forms, gets modified or not is a researchable question to be explored and studied. The emergence of hypertext representation started an unending debate about the nature of hypertext per se and the way it enriches the interactive process of meaning making, and the phenomenon of comprehension of texts and their production. It is important to consider the nature of hypertext representation because it is concerned with its exclusive comprehension patterns unlike traditional book reading. The present review article is basically a critical study of literature regarding the emergence and historical development of hypertext.
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Introduction:

Talking about the term hypertext, Grafton and Permaloff (1991) note that it is borrowed from science fiction, and “It refers to heavily cross indexed written material organized so that the reader can move easily from one category or subcategory to another” (p. 1). However, it was Vannevar Bush (1945) who first gave the idea of preparing such a mechanism to search the required information that would facilitate the work of the researches. It was meant to enhance the working memory of the users. Considering this, it was aptly named as Memex (memory extender) (p. 6). It was Ted Nelson who first used the term hypertext interchangeably with hypermedia (1965) because there was no clear boundary at the time of its inception. He thought to present the material in hypertext pages in such a “complex way that it could not conveniently be presented or represented on paper,” and these pages clearly manifest Nelson’s thought (Wardrip, 2004, p. 127). Another hypertext theorist, Feustle (1997) notes that Nelson used the term in the fashion of Mathematics and Sciences, and it was in the sense of “extension and generality” that he wished to use the term ‘hyper’ rather than in the meaning of “excess,” for which the term is generally known for today. Thus, digital hypertext is an ‘extension’ in the existing textual practices based on traditional print medium.

Referring to Klein, Feustle (1997) writes that the term text in itself contains the meaning what hypertext is meant to convey. It is derived from the word texere that means “to weave, plait, fit together.” This is what hypertext design reflects, and “Today’s computerized hypertext is exactly this: an electronically woven context” (p. 216). Thus, the digital interface provides space to the text and the context with embedded links.
In Feustle’s opinion, Nelson had some idea of hypertext a few years before he formally presented it as a new concept for producing, recording and reading texts. However, he was quite hopeful that this emerging representation of text would replace the old paper-based text. Though the use of digital hypertexts is increasing; however, print medium still retains its place and has not lost its position for the readers as an important source of information and knowledge.

**Definition and various features:**

Hypertext, being a new phenomenon, posits a definition that encompasses its features and the way this representation manifests structural differences with classical printed text. Hypertext is a digital (re)presentation of (multimodal) language displayed through electronic screen. It is an emergent representational form, alternate to printed paper text, that constitutes a web of interrelated information inviting its readers to take the course through its multisequential discourse. Hypertext is mainly an electronic text, and hyperlinks connect it with other content nodes in a multilinear fashion (Eisenlauer & Hoffmann, 2008). Hypertext lacks a standard and universal definition which is why it has caused misunderstanding about the comprehension of its nature and working. In Conklin’s opinion (1987), it is because of the term and the constituent features that have been discussed quite loosely. However, the idea of hypertext for Nelson was “a series of text chunks connected by links which offer the reader different pathways,” and in his later writings as *Literary Machines* (Edition 87.1), he wrote from this perspective (p. 18). This digital representation, which is electronically composed in comparison with the classical printed linear text, varies distinctively in its structure and design. Rimrott (2001) observes that, “Hypertexts are electronically published texts that have a non-linear, network-like structure presenting the textual information in separate, autonomous modules called nodes” (p. 2).

These defining characteristics guide this representational form to incorporate only those interactional features that are specific and peculiar to this digital medium. This multimodal and multilinear hypertext composed in digital environment has “neither a centre nor an end” (Snyder, 1996). George Landow (2000) highlights these characteristics when he writes:

[N]ew information technology as text composed of lexias (blocks of words, moving or static images, or sounds) linked electronically by multiple paths, chains, or trails in an open-ended web. Since readers can take different paths through such bodies of information, hypertext is therefore properly described as multisequential or multilinear rather than as nonlinear writing. (p. 154)

Thus, the presentation of various text chunks on one interface is the hallmark of digital hypertext. This interweaving of textual contents gives it a shape of “writing a narrative story” (Hunter, 1999, p. 108). There are ontological questions that have come along with the evolving discussions. These are about its definition and the representational form (Joyce, 1987). Taking another step toward the exploration of the phenomenon, Parr (2001) very aptly hits the core question about the nature of the phenomenon. He disagrees with the idea of defining literary hypertext since there exists no unanimity among the theorists defining the term hypertext because it is “elusive” and “actively rejects the notion of framing” (p. 229).

Defining the characteristics of digital environments, Kirschenbaum (2009), in a broader perspective, observes that they are “interactive, manipulable, extensible,” and he further adds that these are also the “sites of exploration, simulation, (and) play.” So, for theorists, it is a dynamic text that defies any definition and with the changing context and content, it changes its form (cf. Moulthrop, 1989, p. 7). Dugan (1999) explaining the problem regarding this definitional “quandary” writes: “Whether this is due to the expanding popularity of the concepts or the
technology associated with them, the fact remains that a clear definition for the term hypertext is not easy to establish” (p. 98).

This is why Parr asks as to what kind of reading and writing can be labeled as hypertextual (p. 231). However, in his opinion hypertext writings are in contrast with what is not ‘on screen’ (p. 230), and for Landow (1997), it is a “text composed of blocks of words (or images) linked electronically by multiple paths, chains, or trails in an open-ended, perpetually unfinished textuality” (p. 3).

Hypertext as a traditional phenomenon:-

Hypertextual writings, though, are quite new in their disposition and manifestation; nevertheless, it was Nelson (1981) himself who noted the fundamentally traditional nature of hypertextual writings. This might be the reason that some hypertext theorists consider the table of contents, chapter division, annotations and illustrations in the classical printed textual editions as the ancestors of the hypertext transpositions (for example, Mazzali & Schulz, 2004).

Looking at digital hypertext from a traditional perspective, its characteristic display seems to be historically situated within the oral discourse of humans which is primarily older than that of written form of communication. Therefore, Hoffman (2010) considers oral discussion multilinear and closer to hypertextual writings. He elucidates:

Oral discourse is temporally linear but conceptually multi-linear because of its interactive potential which allows interlocutors to momentarily put their discursive orientation at disposition. In face-to-face conversations, topics can be skipped, shifted, enhanced or stopped by various interlocutors. In contrast, most written discourse is organized temporally and conceptually in a linear fashion; here the same dynamic imposition on the organization of discourse is largely unattainable. (p. 56)

Thus, the nature of an interactive digital hypertext, also, privileges the reader, and allows him/her the authority that the topics under study can be “skipped, shifted, enhanced or stopped.” This is because of the intrinsic characteristics of this text that gives space for different forms of (re)presentation therefore, bringing it closer to oral discourse than that of traditional monomodal linear text.

Kinds of digital hypertext:-

These computer mediated digital texts have been invariably labeled diversely. Hypertext as a “generic term” is defined as “consist[ing] of individual blocks of text or nodes of information and the electronic links that join them, which offer the reader a variety of reading and viewing paths” (Roche, 2004, p. 175).

Theorists have used variety of terms interchangeably to denote hypertext. An analysis of the terms shows that, at conceptual level, there are not major differences among the terms save their names. However, Hoffmann (2010), in this respect makes a distinction that reflects a structural progression. He distinguishes three types of hypertext representation, and notes that, “the tripartite concept of e-texts, hyperdocuments and hyperwebs provides a common ground for the analysis of different types of hypertext which are opposed in regard to features like link quantity, theme or function” (pp. 53-54).

A native hypertext, unlike hypertextual transpositions (which are primarily written for print medium and afterward converted to hyperlinked digital form) is exclusively designed and written for interaction/reading on digital screen. However, Roche (2004) calls such textual representations as siftedtexts rather than hypertexts that have other supporting materials along with the verbal text (p. 197), and he considers image, audio and visual as supporting materials.
It is Mazzali & Schulz (2004) who explain hypertextual transpositions as “a particular kind of hypermedia for literature and literary studies” (p. 1). They further explain hypertextual transpositions as “hypermedial applications,” and these applications change the outlook of the textual form and provide reading options to the reader keeping in view her/his reading goals and preferred learning style.

Talking about hypermedia representations, Grafton and Permaloff (1991) argue that it requires the addition of pictures and sound text along with the hyperlinked verbal text. But then Dugan (1999) points out that, for Landow, there is no distinction between the term ‘digital hypertext’ and ‘hypermedia’ because traditional texts also make use of supplementary material (p. 97). Some other theorists as Peterson (2006) and Portela (2007) also argue that digital hypertext is actually an ergodic representation because it is an incomplete text unless the reader is involved for the meaning making purposes. However, digital hypertext is an umbrella term that covers all such textual constructs related to computer mediated texts. Hunter (1999) examines this particular phenomenon, and notes:

Hypermedia texts can make it possible for us not only to bring together other media but also to make another medium: hence the confusion between hypertext (assembled printed texts), hypermedia (assembled texts from different media) and hypermedia texts (whole texts made up of assembled texts from one or more different media), although most commentators now use the word ‘hypertext’ to refer generically to all three. (p. 109)

Hypertext representations are studied and discussed from another dimension, that is of constructive hypertext. Giving control to the reader in constructive hypertext, a reader takes the role of semi-author, and it is “so open as to allow ‘new’ readers to directly delete parts of the ‘original’ text” (Parr, 2001, p. 240). Thus, the readers enjoy the authority of the writer as well, and construct an editable hypertext because of the space provided by the virtual textual representations.

**Role of technology:-**

Technological advancement can be accounted for the new textual possibilities that emerged in the form of digital hypertext. This relationship of text and technology creates new forms and contexts, and thus, produces new spaces for meaning making barely experienced previously. In this respect, Eisenlauer & Hoffmann (2008) write that, “there is an intrinsic relation between the texts we compose and the technologies we apply for this purpose, though this relation must not be deterministic” (p. 19).

The availability of written material on the World Wide Web and Compact Disks (CDs) not only has given a successful impression to facilitating the readers throughout the globe, but redefined/modified the concept attached with the process of reading and meaning making in the English language, as well. This is because, according to Kerckhove (2002), technology affects mind as it supports and manage language representation.

However, it is mandatory to understand the impressions of technology so that we may appreciate what and how the interrelationship evolves, and regulates those processes that shape up an effective use of technology in meaning making. This would give us an insight about which McEneaney (2003) warrants in his article:

Although effective application of technology requires technically sound foundations, unless we can relate these technologies to the ways human readers and writers think about their objectives, our theories of hypertext are almost certain to miss their mark. (p. 11)
So, there is great need to gain knowledge about the implications of technological applications. Protopsaltis and Bouki (2005) citing Leu et al (2004) write that with the increasing use of technology for communicative purposes, linguistic activities would define the use of language with reference to communicative purposes (p. 159). These communication technologies have future implications and would also facilitate the instructors along with the readers (Frohlich, 1998; Rich, 2008). Apparently, it seems that these technologies that manage the textual (re)presentation might not replace the book once for all. Paulson (1989) very aptly remarks:

"Everyone by now realize that electronic storage and retrieval systems can supplant the printed page as the medium or element of written language. Computers are fast replacing pen and ink and could literally replace the book, though that will not happen soon and may not happen at all." (p. 293)

It is not that all the theorists welcome it that positively, rather, some of them are apprehensive of the way emerging technological representations and digital museum would change what is so precious to preserve for them. Paulson (1989) quotes Porush (1987) who cautions in this regard that:

"cybernetics threatens to deprive us of our sense of ourselves and authors of their authority. It would replace the mind with a brain, meaning with information, reading with information processing the text with technique, uncertainty with closure, love with feedback loops." (p. 300)

The binary oppositions, Porush has referred to, are a reflection of the apprehension that critics have for the mechanization of learning and meaning making processes. He takes it as an artificial transformation that may have negative repercussions on human understanding. However, there are those theorists as well who perceive this process quite differently.

It was McLuhan (1964) who perceived that technological media are extensions of human beings and the way these humans interact with the world (Hurrell et al., 2001, p. 182). Observing the technological advancement and the invention of assisting machines, another theorist Corea (2000) remarks that the "technologies like computer systems belong to the realm of expressive tools of human nature" (p. 9). And these expressive tools are a part of day to day academic activities for the presentation and processing of textual representations. Thus, these theorists try to establish that technological representations have strong impressions on the ways we process and understand digital language in electronic texts.

Technology used in the production and processing of language offers new possibilities of meaning making. It is, nevertheless, the reader who needs to avail that opportunity. Lanham (1989) is quite optimistic and hopes that we should not think of technology as an accelerating force “driving us where we don't want to go than as an opportunity to go where we have never been, and do things no one has done before” (p. 288). Thus, Lanham considers technological advancement an opportunity rather than a challenge that would unfold new horizons for meaning making processes and an enriched understanding of life. Furthermore, the innovations in this field would have positive implications on the meaning making patterns of the readers. Dillon (1992) responding to the technological limitations, notes, “technology is developing and electronic text of the future is unlikely to be handicapped by limitations in screen image and portability that currently seem major obstacles” (p. 2).

To conclude, the researchers are ambivalent; nevertheless, they are positive about the future of the digital hypertext and makes light of the charges levelled against its proposed complex
(re)presentational patterns. This new emerging phenomenon seems to change the nature and future of academia and the way readers/learners interact with language for comprehension.
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